
FADE IN:

The stroke of the finest sable-haired paintbrush leaves a
ribbon of cerulean across a crisp white canvas.  Another
brushstroke and the fine lines within the color add
texture, hue and dimension...

EXT. UNDERWATER - DAY

A MAN swims underwater.  The crystal blue sea illuminated
before him as he explores what lies beneath the surface. 
The life aquatic in all its dynamic, vibrant glory.  He is
alert--

KARINE (V.O.)
Martin...

INT. ST. JOHN'S, ANTIGUA - MARTIN'S BEDROOM - DAY

The swimmer is British ex-pat MARTIN ALTSCHULER, fiftyish,
graying and sexy in an artistic, aging rock star way.

His eyelids flutter. He slowly wakes to find KARINE, late
twenties, his much younger islander girlfriend rushing to
get ready for work. 

She is a caring, responsible, harried single mom who wears
her uniform as a desk clerk at one of the resorts.

KARINE
Martin.  Wake up.

Karine sits at the foot of the bed to put on her shoes.
Martin stretches...

MARTIN
Five more minutes.

...then reaches to pull her back to kiss her.

KARINE
No.  Stop.  I'm late.

She swats at him, backing away and goes into the bathroom.

INT. MARTIN'S KITCHEN

Martin shuffles to the counter to pour a cup of coffee.
Karine's son, eight-year-old MALCOLM eats a bowl of cereal.

(CONTINUED)



The sugar and salt containers are side by side in identical
jars that are clearly labeled.  Martin mistakes salt for
sugar and is about to pour it into his coffee.

MALCOLM
That's salt.

Martin corrects his mistake, takes the sugar. No harm done. 
Karine enters ready to take on the world.  She carries her
purse and a few textbooks on BEGINNING ACCOUNTING.

KARINE
I have a class this afternoon.  Can
you pick Malcolm up?

MARTIN
Sure.

KARINE
Thanks.

She kisses Martin goodbye.

KARINE (CONT'D)
to Malcolm( )

Are you ready?

MALCOLM
I guess.

Martin hands the boy the book bag on the chair beside him. 
Karine has his lunch box and heads for the door.  Malcolm
drags himself after her.

MALCOLM (CONT'D)
See ya, Martin.

MARTIN
Be good, kid.

INT. MARTIN'S STUDIO

Quite prolific, Martin's done paintings - contemporary and
graphic with a late 20th century modernism.  Charcoals of
Karine and Malcolm are rudimentary, but exquisite.

Intricate face coverings in the tradition of Native
American death masks and photographs from all over the
world hang on the walls.

Family photos from decades ago around the room: Two wives.
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Two children - a boy and a girl. Fishing, birthday cake,
school photos.

EXT. ST. JOHN'S BEACH - DAY

This is the Caribbean. Martin paints his view of the beach
as the sun beats down. Not the painting of his vision,
these are pastels. He cools off with a beer from a cooler.

SAILBOATS are on the water.  Martin adds the white triangle
sails onto his canvas. Something's not right. He quickly
color corrects to cover the sails.

He wipes the sweat off his brow with a towel and takes
another look at the canvas. He squints.  The image blurs. 
The lines run together.  All he sees is white. Feels dizzy.
It's possibly heatstroke.

Martin collapses into his beach chair.  He gets a cigarette
from his pack on the cooler, smokes to calm his nerves. He
watches the sailboats and enjoys the solitude.

INT. MARTIN'S KITCHEN

Martin makes a sandwich.  The "incoming call" via Skype
signals on his computer.  He signs on to find his son,
CRAIG. The boy in the family photos is now an upstanding
young husband and father.  Craig appears somber.

CRAIG
Dad?

MARTIN
Craig.  How are you?

CRAIG
Not good.  Mom's passed on.

Martin's in shock.  He walks around, out of Craig's view.

CRAIG (CONT'D)
Dad?

MARTIN
What?  When?

CRAIG
Yesterday. She's dead. Aneurysm. 
Shouldn't have blurted it out like
that. But, um-- it was sudden.
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Martin returns to his place in front of the computer.

MARTIN
Are you all right?

CRAIG
Sure, yeah. I'm fine. The funeral's
Monday. I thought you should know.

MARTIN
Do you need anything?

CRAIG
She left instructions. Years ago. 
Just in case, you know. So... How
are you?

uncomfortably( )
How's the weather?

MARTIN
Another beautiful day in paradise.

CRAIG
Still with--I've forgotten her name.

Martin stares out the window.  The sun hurts his eyes and
he cannot take time for this emotional shit.

MARTIN
Karine. Listen, Craig. I'll call you
back for the details.  I have to go.

CRAIG
Sure, Dad. See you.

Martin signs off. He continues to look at the sun though
it's brightness burns his corneas.

EXT. ST. JOHN'S, ANTIGUA - MARTIN'S CAR - DAY

Martin drives into town. Everything from the farmer's
market to the mission district is lush and evocative. 

INT. MARTIN'S CAR

Martin wears glasses with thick lenses to drive. He can
hear the steel band and reggae music entertaining the
cruise ship tourists and bops along to the rhythm.
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EXT. MALCOLM'S SCHOOL

Congestion at after school pick up.  Martin's car sits in
the queue.  STUDENTS scramble, finally Martin sees Malcolm
exit the gate and HONKS to get his attention.

INT. MARTIN'S CAR

Malcolm gets in the car. Martin starts the engine and tries
to finesse his way into a U-turn.

MARTIN
How was school?

MALCOLM
Okay.  How was painting?

MARTIN
Okay.

Now driving toward the corner. A group of CHILDREN and
ADULTS wait for the CROSSING GUARD and traffic light.

MALCOLM
Can we get a dog?

MARTIN
A dog?

MALCOLM
Yeah. Not a really big one or
anything. We could get a puppy.

MARTIN
I don't know, kid. You'll have to
ask your mom.

MALCOLM
It's your house. She'll say yes if
you say so.

MARTIN
You think so, huh?

Martin takes his eyes off the road for a split second to
look at Malcolm. 

In that moment, a STUDENT dashes in front of the car.  
Other CARS HONK their horns as tires SKREECH.

Martin just misses running over the student who is pulled
out of the way by the crossing guard.
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